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Abstract. This paper presents a new variant of the A? class algorithms

for solving the known 'one-dimensional cutting stock problem' in a cardboard factory where the objective is to minimise the useless remaining
of a continuous cardboard surface. The algorithm limits the number of
nodes in the tree search by using a bound criterion based on the problem restrictions. The process of computing the solution is achieved at
several stages, obtaining a complete non-optimal solution at each stage
and improving the response as long as new stages are executed. The nal
stage returns the optimal solution. The proposed approach allows for a
solution at anytime in the process resolution and also the renement of
the solution as more time is given to the algorithm. In this way, if a nonoptimal solution is satisfactory enough for the factory, the process can
be interrupted at that time. The computational performance of the algorithm indicates the eectiveness of the algorithm for solving practical
one-dimensional cutting stock problems. Additionally, the experimental
results show the important money savings achieved for the factory.

1 Introduction
The one-dimensional cutting stock problem consists in cutting a continuous sheet
of raw material of a given width so as to satisfy a certain amount of demands of
strips of dierent widths 4]. The objective is to minimise the amount of waste of
the sheet. This problem can be found in many industries as steel construction,
clothing, cardboard, metal sheets, paper or at glass, etc.
Most of the formulations of the cutting stock problem assume very general
or unrealistic conditions as no limitations in the number of guillotines or reducer
chippers, no restrictions on the stock material orientation or the possibility of
permitting trimming. The general way of solving this problem has been tackled as a linear programming problem thus leading to a computational di culty
due to the great number of combinations (columns) in the problem 4]. Other
approaches applied to a similar problem, the two-dimensional cutting stock problem, use dynamic programming for solving unconstrained 1] or constrained 2]
guillotine cutting problems.

The problem which we are concerned to falls into the category of the nonguillotine cutting problems as the optimal cutting patterns of rectangles are
not restricted to those with the guillotine property. Solutions to non-guillotine
problems as the bin packing or pallet loading problems mainly propose heuristic
methods with worst-case and average-case performance bounds to solve various
special cases of the problem 3] or integer programming formulations with tighter
upper bounds to limit the size of the tree search 5].
In general, solutions for the cutting stock problem hardly use heuristic techniques and the few existing ones are not applicable to real problem environments.
In this way, from a practical point of view, industries are more interested in a
rapid but acceptable solution, in terms of wastage, to carry out its daily stock
planning than obtaining long time consuming optimal solutions. It becomes then
necessary a trade-o between the cost and the quality of the solution.
We show in this paper the advantages reported by the application of a heuristic method (a variant of the A? algorithm) to solve a problem which has been
traditionally solved by operation research methods. The advantages can be summarised in the following points:
{ Achieving of the optimal solution.
{ The algorithm has been designed as a progressive procedure which returns

an answer each time a better solution is reached.

{ The operator can interrupt the program when the wastage percentage achieved

by the algorithm is satisfactory enough for the factory planning policy. This
is a very important feature due to the high cost in obtaining the optimal
solution in many cases.
{ Appropriateness to solve a real problem in a cardboard industry. The application of the algorithm is currently reporting important money savings in
the factory.

2 Problem Description
The problem consists in obtaining a set of demands D = D1  D2  ::: Dn from a
rectangular stock roll with no length end and a xed width W . Each demand is
viewed as a smaller stock piece which is cut up into a number of sheets each having a predetermined orientation, length and width. The total stock area covered
by a demand is given by the following formulae:

Area(Di ) = Si  wi  li
where Si represents the total number of sheets necessary to complete the
demand and wi and li represent the sheet width and length respectively.
The total area covered by a demand may result in a rectangular or nonrectangular stock piece. For example, in Fig. 1, the area for demand D1 is a
rectangular piece while the total surface covered by D4 has a non-rectangular
shape. This depends on the number of sheets, how many of them can be cut in
parallel along the roll width and also on the stock cutting planning.

Demands are specied in terms of a weight quantity of cardboard (qi ), the
size of the sheets (wi  li ) and the cardboard quality. The quality determines
the density (d) of the cardboard type (this measure is given in gr.=m2 ). Due
to technological reasons, dimensions of the sheets can not be exchanged so it is
necessary to keep the specied orientation (wi  li ) in the roll cardboard. The
daily set of demands to be processed are selected according to the delivering
date of each demand.
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Fig. 1. Demands distribution over a cardboard bar
A slitter machine (Fig. 2) disposes of a series of longitudinal guillotines or
reducer chippers (C ) and several transversal guillotines or simply guillotines (R).
The number (R) of guillotines determine the maximum number of demands
which can be cut up simultaneously as each of the guillotines slit a piece of
material which is sent to a dierent pallet. The number of reducer chippers (C )
state the maximum number of sheets (for the same or dierent demands) to be
cut in parallel along the roll width (Fig. 2) 1 .
It is not necessary all the guillotines or reducer chippers work simultaneously.
This will depend on the number of demands which are being processed in parallel
and the number of sheets for each demand at one particular moment. Once one
of the demands is completed, the number of guillotines and reducer chippers will
be adjusted again to attain a new demand combination. This new combination
must consider the remaining surface to cover from the pending demands.
The objective is to optimise the total cardboard surface, that is, to cover
the at surface with a number of sheets such that the less extension of the
1

In our case two of the reducer chippers are used to eliminate a small trim along the
bar and the rest are used to slit the sheets.
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Fig. 2. A slitter machine with 3 guillotines and 7 reducer chippers
surface remains uncovered. We will only consider the lateral wastage along the
bar length.

3 Problem Formulation
In this one-dimensional cutting stock problem we are only interested in the roll
width (W ). The underlying idea is to obtain the best combination of demands
in such a way that this combination covers the maximum width of the bar as
possible. This statement introduces the concept of stock lines (Fig. 1). A stock
line (sli ) is a set of sheets cut up in parallel each corresponding to one of the
simultaneous demands being processed. There are two dierent approximations
for a stock line:
a) to consider only one demand Di in parallel a number of Ni times (each time
corresponds to a sheet) along the width of the bar, such that Ni  wi  W .
b) to consider several demands Di  Di+1  : : :  Dj in parallel where each demand
Dk is cut Nk times along the width of the bar and hence
j
X
k =i

Nk  wk  W :

The number of reducer chippers determine the maximum number of sheets
which can be slit in parallel (either from one or several demands). In general, a
slitter machine with CPreducer
chippers allow for C ; 1 parallel sheets along the
roll width such that Ci=1;1 wi  W .
Once the stock line is planned, this combination is maintained until one of
the demands is nished up, that is, the pallet reaches the requested quantity of
the demand. A line is then dened as the piece of stock material which covers a
set of constant demands. The total surface covered by a specic stock line slj is
given by wslj  lslj where wslj is the stock line width and lslj is the stock line
length such that wslj  W . The total amount of lateral wastage produced by
the stock line is (W ; wslj )  lslj .
Let C be the maximum number of sheets to be cut in parallel in one stock
line and N the number of demands to be served. For a demand Di there exists
a maximum number mi of combinations in parallel where mi  C . These combinations may generate the demand alone, twice in parallel (two sheets of the
demand in a stock line), three times in parallel (three sheets of the demand in a
stock line),..., or mi times in parallel
P (depending on the demand size).
In this way, a maximum of Ni=1 mi demand combinations may arise in a
problem thus leading to a O(Nm) cost where m = maxi (mi ).
Let R be the maximum number of demands to be served in parallel where
R  C . The total number of stock lines is calculated as the number of possible arrangements among all possible demand combinations into groups of R
demands:




Nm!
Nm  (Nm ; 1)      (Nm ; R + 1)
Nm =
R
R!  (Nm ; R)! =
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R
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R
;
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Temporal cost for the worst case is O((Nm)R ). This complexity also represents the spatial cost. However, the latter one can be drastically reduced since
many of the combinations can be removed for the following reasons:
{ those combinations which exceed the bar width (W )
{ those combinations where the same demands come up in dierent order.

From a practical point of view, dierent lines as the ones in Fig. 3 are
equivalent.

These and other considerations enable to apply a great reduction in the solution search space by cutting o those branches where this type of combination
arise. On the other hand, this computed cost is for a general case. In the case
of the factory where the application is running the value of R is two and m and
C is six since the slitter machine disposes of two guillotines and seven reducer
chippers.
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Fig. 3. Equivalent stock lines with demands distributed in a dierent order

4 Algorithm design
In this section we discuss the algorithm design in order to solve the problem
optimally. The aim at using a A? is twofold:
a) although an heuristic algorithm could report the same performance as an
Operations Research method in the worst case, it is likely it would show
a better performance in the average case as it always expands the most
promising solution at hand, what could lead directly to the optimal solution.
b) the main objective is, however, to tackle the problem as a process which
progressively renes an existing solution thus achieving better results as
more time is given to the algorithm. This allows to stop the process when
the obtained wastage percentage is satisfactory enough instead of waiting
until the optimal solution is found.
The solution design uses an A? algorithm combined with an upper bound
in a tree search procedure where the bound is progressively updated as better
solutions are derived.
Each node in the tree represents a combination of stock lines. Nodes already
expanded represent the demands already delivered and nodes generated but not
expanded (alive nodes) is a sequence of stock lines where not every demand has
been completed. The procedure performs a best-rst search iteratively by depth
levels selecting the node with the least cost among all the nodes to be expanded
in the deepest level. In that way, the list of alive nodes is ordered by depth levels
and by priority at each level. This strategy allows to rapidly obtain a solution
to bound the search space before expanding useless branches in the tree search.
Heuristic evaluation

The objective is to minimise the lateral wastage in the roll, that is to maximise
the width of the bar or equivalently to minimise the length of the roll. This
means that the longest width of the bar is used the shortest length of the roll is
needed. In this way, the evaluation function (f (n) = g(n) + h(n)) is calculated
in terms of the roll length where:
{ g (n): is the total cost from the initial state to reach node. This represents

the roll length consumed by the demands delivered until node is reached.

{ h(n): is an estimation of the roll length needed to reach an optimal goal

state.

Let Di  Di+1  : : :  Dj be the pending demands at node n. The total cardboard
surface (TS ) necessary to complete all the pending demands is given by:

TS = qdi +    + qdj :

where qi are the demands quantities and d is the cardboard density, and the
shortest roll length (SL) necessary to complete the process is SL = TS
W . Let
slm be the stock line with the least wastage, that is, the line which covers the
maximum width in the roll (wslm ). Function evaluation is computed as:

h(n) = W ;TSw

slm

 h? (n) :

whose value is surely less or equal than the real cost of the problem (the equality
is given in case all the remaining stock lines are of width wslm ). With this function
we can ensure the optimality of the found solution.
Upper bound proposal

To nd the optimal solution is a NP-complete problem whose resolution has a
factorial cost. In order to make the problem tractable, the process of computing
the solution is divided in four dierent stages or levels:
{ First level solution: an initial solution is calculated as the combination of

those stock lines with only one demand in parallel along the roll width.
This rst rough solution is the one required when only one demand is to be
planned.
{ Second level solution: this approximate solution is computed as the combination of those stock lines with minimum wastage which allow to deliver all
the demands. The total length of this solution is used as an upper bound for
the next level.
{ Third level solution: this stage generates a tree search by expanding the
best k-successors from a given node. Function evaluation is applied at each
node in case the resulting value exceeds the current upper bound the branch
is cut o. The upper bound is progressively updated as follows: associated
with each frontier node m at the search horizon is a value f (m) = g(m)
since every node m is a goal state upper bound is then updated as UB =
minm (UB g(m)) . This is why this level solution performs a best-rst search
by deepening levels thus permitting to reach goal states more rapidly. The
nal value of the upper bound obtained from this level is passed to the next
one. This idea is similar to the one developed in algorithm IDA? 6] or in
real-time searching 7].
{ Fourth level solution: this stage performs a similar search for the rest of
successors of each node. The upper bound used for this stage is the one
calculated in the previous one. This level solution guarantees the optimal
solution.

In most of the test cases evaluated in the experimental results it was noticed
that the optimal solution was found at the third level. In other cases, the solution
from the third level was satisfactory enough for the factory so as it was not
necessary to run the application to completion.

5 Application interface
The proposed algorithm has been implemented in Visual C++. The input data
is the set of demands to be planned. These are selected from all those available in
the stock of the factory. Demands are chosen according to the required cardboard
type and the latest date at which the demand must be delivered to the client. The
selected set of demands are showed in a window (see Fig. 4) and the user can then
withdraw some particular demands, oblige to take into account other dierent set
of demands or let the application the decision to plan this additional information.
Another input parameter the user can enter is the maximum acceptable wastage
percentage.

Fig. 4. Selected demands to be cut
While the process is being resolved the user can interact with the application
through a window where it can be seen the new best computed solution at the

current moment and also the reaming time to nish up the calculation of the
current solution level. Additionally, the user can interrupt the process at any
time in case it is considered the solution in course is good enough.
Once the computation process is nished, either because the user has interrupted it or the application has stopped itself, a new window is returned with
the information about the planned demands and the total wastage percentage
obtained. It is also shown the computed solution in detail, either graphically
(Fig. 5) or in a high detailed textual format.

Fig. 5. Graphical solution

6 Experimental results
The computational tests for evaluating the performance of the algorithm are
examples taken from a historical le of real stock demands in the factory.
Fig.6 shows the average wastage percentage obtained in the several proofs
performed with dierent amount of demands according to its delivering date.
Notice that, the total wastage percentage decreases in proportion as the number
of demands. However, monotonicity is not preserved since it can not be ensured

a smaller wastage with one more demand though the tendency is to decrease in
proportion as the number of demands.
Wastage percentage (%)

Number of demands

Fig. 6. Wastage distribution proportionally to the number of demands
Finally, we show the mean deviation in the solution computed with limited
time executions (20 sec., 40 sec., 60 sec., 90 sec., and 120 sec.) comparatively with
the optimal solution. Figure 7 shows the deection between the wastage obtained
at each dierent period execution and the optimal wastage. It can be noticed
the deviation decreases as time execution given to the algorithm increases. The
problem is to ensure at which moment a better solution will be found.
An important feature of the algorithm is that the relation between the number of stock lines in the initial situation and the number of nodes to be generated
in the solution can be computed at the beginning of the process. This provides
a global estimation of the necessary time to solve the problem.

7 Conclusions
The main contribution of this paper is the design of a progressive A? algorithm
to deal with a real cutting stock problem and the signicant results by means of
a heuristic search algorithm. The main underlying idea is the combination of a
heuristic evaluation function together with an upper bound threshold in order to
cut o those branches in the tree search which do not lead to a better goal state.
With this formulation, it is not only possible to obtain the optimal solution at
the last stage in the algorithm but experimental results show that the solution
attained at previous stages is in most of the cases as good as the optimal one.
Solution is progressively rened at each stage by updating the value of the
upper bound. In this way, each time a new upper bound value is reached a
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Fig. 7. Deviation from the optimal solution
new better solution is being obtained. This process allows to stop the algorithm
process when the lateral wastage from the last obtained solution is satisfactory
enough for the factory.
Future improvements include the design of new appropriate heuristic functions for the particular environment of the cardboard industry and more accurate
estimations of the pending time execution to reach the optimal solution for a
problem at a particular instant of the application execution.
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